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Why treat your child with drugs when you can cure your son or daughter with diet? Grounded in
cutting-edge science and filled up with case studies that examine like medical thrillers, that is a book
for each and every parent whose child suffers from disposition swings, stomachaches, ear attacks,
eczema, anxiety, tantrums, Insert/ADHD, picky consuming, asthma, insufficient growth, and a bunch
of various other physical, behavioral, and developmental complications.Previously published simply
because What’s Eating Your Child? program; The panoply of complications due to gluten and
dairy.You’ll learn how zinc deficiency can cause picky taking in and affect growth. How ear
infections and disposition disorders, such as anxiousness and bipolar disorder, can be a sign of
food intolerance.T.Ms. to recalibrate their kids’s diets through the simple E. Dorfman, a nutritionist
whose typical family arrives at her practice after viewing three or more experts, gives parents the
various tools they have to become diet detectives;A. Plus, how to get your child to sleep, soothe
hyperactivity, and deal with reflux using basic nutritional strategies. and now with a new chapter on
the unforeseen connection between gluten and insatiable appetite, Cure Your Child with Food
displays parents how exactly to uncover the clues behind their children’s surprisingly nutrition-based
medical issues and implement basic treatments?instantly. and, finally, to obtain children off
medications?antibiotics, laxatives, Prozac, Ritalin?and back again to an all natural state of well-being.
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The book as practiced in true to life This review is going to be primarily a review of the author,
based on my family's direct personal experience, and how she's practiced what she wrote about in
her book. Our child was a 90% elevation and 90% fat baby and early toddler. As he entered
preschool, his height remain 90% but excess weight dropped to 50%. Through elementary school,
he continued to lose ground, reaching about 50% height and 10% excess weight around 6th or 7th
grade. Great publication for nailing down health problems in children. We purchased this publication
to get some good alternative information concerning how to most effective help our boy who was
recently identified as having ADHD Inattentive type. We tried child therapy, psychiatry, and
eventually turned briefly to ADD medications (with horrible outcomes). Finally, one of his teachers
pointed us to Kelly Dorfman, who proved helpful within a drivable length. We contacted her through
email, sent her information of our son's consuming, and spoke with her on the telephone.g. This is
an easy read. Over another year, our child gained 20 pounds and grew about 8 in .. While I still
think we need some guidance as to just how to proceed, it provides given us a starting point. Kelly
Dorfman knows what she's discussing. Loved the book. Added to this, he demonstrated Combine
(although not really hyperactive) and anxiety problems, he had regular diarrhea and significant gas.
Thanks because of this great reference, Kelly! All three of my kids possess one or both, so that it
was intriguing. I've found so much useful information in this book, I've read it cover to cover, despite
the fact that not all of it pertains to my particular circumstance. I cannot wait around till a new one
comes in apil. I didn't recognize that there could be a gluten sensitivity without full-blown Celiac
disease. the doctor also conducted annual blood exam that again showed milk allergy and she
confirmed idea to avoid all the milk products from diet. This is a great investigative go through and
we're one week into a gluten-free diet plan with DRASTIC outcomes. I couldn't be more thankful to
have stumbled upon this book. There's an abundance of info to be had, and it's refreshing to see a
medical expert address medical issues via diet instead of medicine. Outstanding advice that's easy
to swallow Kelly Dorfman has managed to transform very comprehensive information regarding
nutrition and its impact on children's health into a very palatable form. Wise and warm, funny and
engaging, this book provides insights and advice that obviously address the types of issues kids
encounter when they do not get the nutrition they want. As a pediatric occupational therapist, I was
astonished at how many of my clients I acknowledged within these webpages-- the child who eats
just a few foods, the child who always includes a tummy that hurts, the child with goose bumpy
skin, the kid who doesn't sleep well. the lack thereof, of foods available in America. The author
presents the chapters by means of case research, explaining how she assesses her patients, what
information on the assessment raise warning flag for her, and how she treats each individual. I
bought this book as I'd seen reference to allergies/eczema.[. Definitley worth taking heed. It is
extremely well organized so that you can browse it as a reference book by finding the chapters or
sections that connect with your son or daughter's situation.] Highly Recommend I LOVE this book!.
We've attempted some elimination diets through the years, but nothing at all worked and I just
resigned myself to accepting that my children are sensitive and can just have a problem with these
issues forever. I've also known this book to varied friends who've kids with strange eating habits,
picky eaters, allergies, asthma, or other health issues. The author is very knowledgeable and gives
practical advice to anyone who doesn't know where you can turn when the youngster is struggling
physically in some way. If your child is having any kind of difficulty physically, you will need to read
this book. Excellent book highly recommended This is a must have books for parents whose
children constantly get sick because of the undetected food allergies. Its therefore informative, I
learned therefore many useful issues. Both of my children have dairy allergies and several of the
doctors and experts overlooked the allergy because even though it showed in the blood checks it

wasn't high enough nevertheless my oldest child constantly had stomach complications, refused to
eat, vomited and finnaly developed acid relflux disease.e. After reading this book, i realized that his
problems created early when i weaned him from braest milk and introduced him to dairy. I talked
about this problem once again with pediatrician and decided to withhold all milk products. Until I read
this book. my daughter's random pores and skin/rash issues) and also the missing dietary wants
within our family. Pass it along to friends who are struggling with everything from why their child
gags when he eats certain foods to gluten intolerance plus much more. Gluten got never occurred if
you ask me because my son was examined for Celiac disease as a child and the test was
negative. A whole lot of accurate details here based on our own food/health issues Plenty of good
info here.. Perform we help our children by gaining knowledge or simply functioning by default
wishing items work themselves out. Not when it comes to their health. She ordered some digestive
testing, we fulfilled with her, and she recommended some supplements and diet changes. We have
had personal experience with some of these health/meals issues in our home so we realize for sure
that many of this books suggestions have place us back on the right track. This one's a keeper! he
rearly gets ill and i am therefore thankful for this book. Knowlege is power!. Easy to read.. Very
informative!. We were scared. He's right now 16 yrs aged, pushing 6 foot, and his additional
symptoms have improved tremendously. This nutritionist discusses the effects of many unnecessary
ingredients in our foods on our physiology This book is crucial read nowadays where children are
so affected by the product quality, i. The book was easy to read and will be utilized as a reference
for a long time to arrive. It helped me to more obviously start to see the connections between what
we are consuming and everyday problems (e. She concluded he wasn't absorbing what he was
eating. After 7 months of dairy free of charge it's been a blessing for us. Four Stars Very interesting
I believe the book is ideal for any age I've read this publication before but lost the copy. Five Stars
Every parent requirements this book inside our toxic, GMO laden foodstuffs world. I use a lot of info
for myself and I'm 42. The book details how many ailments - physical and psychological - have
dietary influences. Five Stars Excellent experience. Extremely thankful because of this book. Five
Stars A+ Worth the Read Very helpful book. I've already bought several copies for my clients, and
can keep it handy on my desk. encouraged us to keep going Helped give us the courage to keep
going and finally figure-out that which was wrong. Didn't stage us directly to the issue, but motivated
us to keep attempting things despite the fact that the doctors had go out of ideas. Oh, and yes, my
partner browse the book and cherished it. I believe the book is great for any age group. We had
been/are hesitant to start out a regiment of prescription stimulants as recommended by the
psychologist and supported by the pediatrician, so the suggestions and case studies within
Dorfman's reserve provides us with a healthier, safer alternative. but still doctors gave him medicines
to sooth sympthoms rather that deal with the core issue. Kelly provides essential, practical
information to help children experience better and function optimally. This nutritionist discusses the
effects of several unnecessary ingredients in our foods on our physiology. We distribute this
publication routinely to your parents to read inside our therapy center to greatly help answer their
queries on their children's diets.
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